Plug-in hybrid vehicle demonstration in Strasbourg

Final conclusions of the three-year demonstration - April 2013
Recharging soon became a reflex, with drivers recharging mainly at work (60%) and at home (37%).

- Built-in devices in the rechargers delayed recharging and were automatically programmed to recharge overnight, thus reducing the cost by benefiting from preferential electricity rates.
- French energy provider EDF and Toyota carried out driver surveys.
- EDF and its subsidiary SODETREL monitored the charging stations, checking and maintaining both the private and public stations.

A full-scale, three-year demonstration in sustainable mobility, carried out in Strasbourg

Involving 33 partners
70 plug-in hybrids
112 charging stations
145 charging points

THE END RESULT - CONSISTENT BEHAVIOUR OVER THE THREE YEARS

- More than 4 million kilometers traveled
- Average recorded annual mileage of more than 19,000 km
- An average of 1.1 recharges per day
- 75 minutes average recharge time
- Drivers spend one third of their time driving in all-electric mode
- A 46% reduction in gasoline consumption compared with equivalent conventional vehicles

More effective recharging systems

Recharging soon became a reflex, with drivers recharging mainly at work (60%) and at home (37%).

- Built-in devices in the rechargers delayed recharging and were automatically programmed to recharge overnight, thus reducing the cost by benefiting from preferential electricity rates.
- EDF developed a dedicated website in order to display charging energy consumption, confirming that the average cost of a recharge was only €0.30 inclusive of taxes.
- Drivers recharged with greater regularity and ease once they knew the cost of a recharge.
What developments were there in Strasbourg?

As part of expanding the demonstration to new drivers, the network of public recharging stations was enhanced with 8 stations that were interoperable and accessible to all electric and plug-in hybrid vehicles.

The Urban Community of Strasbourg kept in step with the increased use of electric and plug-in hybrid vehicles by developing a recharging infrastructure. The community thus benefits from feedback which it can use to strengthen its public recharging infrastructure.

Assessment

Drivers recharge mostly at work (60%) and at home (37%).

Nevertheless, public recharging stations on roads or in public car parks are essential: they reduce drivers’ worries and provide additional recharging facilities for everyone’s benefit.

Dissemination of information on the location and availability of recharging stations is available via smartphones. Drivers are particularly appreciative of this service.

The stations demonstrate daily that recharging electric vehicles using a public recharging infrastructure is possible.

Near-term prospects

Slowly the electric vehicle is finding its place in the urban landscape; drivers of conventional vehicles now respect the spaces reserved for recharging.

Electric mobility is a growing trend, new electric and plug-in hybrid vehicles are being marketed in France and Germany. Half of the public recharging stations installed at the beginning of the demonstration have been, or will be, modified.

Since February 2013, new “accelerated” recharging stations have been installed in Strasbourg.

The Urban Community of Strasbourg is committed to the deployment of cross-border stations as part of the CROME (Cross-Border Mobility for Electric Vehicles) program. It lies at the heart of a network of accelerated and rapid charging stations that connects Moselle to Baden Württemberg and passes through Alsace.

The demonstration shows that electric mobility is gradually becoming firmly embedded in normal day-to-day conditions.
The data collected during the three-year demonstration in Strasbourg have confirmed the effectiveness of the plug-in hybrid technology in reducing fuel consumption: a 46% reduction compared to an equivalent conventional gasoline-powered vehicle.

This number is 1.5 times greater than the annual worldwide sales of the first Prius in the year 2000.

Considered as the basis for the next generation of environmentally-friendly vehicles, Toyota is developing the plug-in hybrid vehicle to make it more accessible to the public at large, at an affordable price and with easier recharging.

The Prius Plug-in is thus the first model in a range of plug-in hybrid vehicles for the future.
Drivers recharge their plug-in hybrids as part of their daily routine, ensuring they recharge them as much as possible so as to enjoy their all-electric range. It’s a habit they build up over time as they gradually get used to their vehicles.

Recharging becomes a daily, commonplace activity.

When they leave their workplace, users drive mainly in all-electric mode.

At home, once they know the exact costs (thanks to EDF’s suggested consumption tracking) drivers recharge regularly and prefer to leave the cable connected to the recharging point, ready to charge their vehicle.

Away from home, drivers recharge when they can and at a convenient recharging station, depending on the next trip they have to make. These public stations offer additional recharging possibilities and are much welcomed by drivers.
The advantages of regular recharging

Toyota equipped a third of its plug-in hybrids with data loggers to monitor these vehicles’ performance in relation to their journeys. This has yielded the following conclusions:

Relationship between fuel consumption and recharge frequency

Plug-in hybrids that are recharged most frequently spend a higher proportion of their time in all-electric drive mode and consume less fuel.

Compared to an equivalent gasoline-powered vehicle, the reduction in fuel consumption of a plug-in hybrid vehicle recorded during the demonstration was:
- about 69% for Driver A who recharges 1.6 times a day and drives in all-electric mode for 60% of the time.
- about 52% for Driver B who recharges once a day and drives in all-electric mode for 23% of the time.
- about 33% for Driver C who rarely recharges (once every 5 days) and practically always drives in hybrid mode.
Savings achieved on annual running costs

The per-mile running cost of a plug-in hybrid decreases the more regularly it is recharged.

Compared with a gasoline-powered vehicle of similar performance and an average annual mileage of about 20,000 km, during the demonstration:
- Driver A who recharges 1.6 times a day saves up to €1,400 in a year.
- Driver B who recharges once a day saves up to €1,200 in a year.
- Driver C who recharges once every 5 days can benefit from savings of up to €800 a year.

Impact on the reduction of CO₂ emissions

The more the plug-in hybrid is driven in all-electric mode, the greater is the reduction in its measured CO₂ emissions.

Compared to the CO₂ emissions of a gasoline-powered vehicle of similar size, a plug-in hybrid vehicle can achieve a reduction in the order of:
- 61% for Driver A who recharges his vehicle 1.6 times a day.
- 49% for Driver B who recharges his vehicle once a day.
- 32% for Driver C who drives almost all the time in hybrid mode.

The CO₂ emissions of a plug-in hybrid vehicle are some 20% to 54% lower than those of a diesel vehicle of similar performance.
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